Engage and succeed. One-Stop Virtual Training
ISOtrain’s link to web conferencing software, iVClass, allows your employees to participate in
scheduled instructor-led training sessions from any place with an Internet connection, enabling them to
actively keep your company in compliance with regulatory requirements.

Connect, Attend & Complete Virtual Training

Make it possible for your
employees to easily and conveniently attend –and complete– their required training sessions
remotely. Whether they are simply out of the office or in another country, ISOtrain’s automated
e-mail reminders –sent directly to workstations and mobile devices– allow everyone to easily
connect and attend training with just a click of a link! Also, virtual classrooms have no physical
limitations, complications nor capacity limit, thus reducing your company’s operational expenses,
maximizing room availability and usage of tangible resources.

Rich Online Training Experience Take your training to a new instructional quality level.
With high-impact, visual material presentation, improved instructor-student collaboration and
communication, help attendees to learn efficiently and effectively. iVClass enriches instructional
quality through screen and file sharing, polling, multiple presenters, chatting, Q&A filtering, white
boarding in Virtual Meeting Rooms and allowing your instructors and employees to work
resourcefully; all of which result in increased employee performance.

Full Integration with ISOtrain From Course Catalog to entry of training results, iVClass
unites ISOtrain with 3rd party virtual learning applications, automatically maintaining database
synchronization. As with all other instructor-led and self-trained sessions, your virtual sessions are
readily available through your organization’s Course Catalog while, under ISOtrain’s umbrella, you
remain 21 CFR Part 11 and GMP 211.25 / 820.25 compliant with no extra effort on your part!

Integrated Web Conferencing Promote scheduled training attendance with easy access
to ISOtrain-integrated web conferencing and automated notifications and reminders. Open the way
for real-time collaboration between instructors and employees, and boost your training sessions’
quality to a new level with dynamic and interactive virtual tools.

Engaging Experience

Produce engaging interactive learning experiences through easy
content creation and deployment. Benefit instructors and attendees with hi-quality graphical
instructional materials, file sharing, polling and Q&A filtering, turning a regular session into
a dynamic, productive and unforgettable one.

Powerful Virtual Features

Add to the power of ISOtrain by defining an instructor-led
training session as virtual. Benefit from virtual tools to increase the effectiveness of your trainings,
including chatting, white boarding, hand-raising, screen sharing and multiple presenters. iVClass will
result in improved knowledge transfer and communication for your entire company.

Cost Effectiveness

Reduce travel expenses with Virtual Meeting Rooms accessible from
anywhere around the globe. Cut down your cost of absenteeism with automated and integrated
e-mail reminders and notifications, making attendance as easy as a click. Lessen instructors and
administrators’ operational costs with integrated training results entry. All around cost effectiveness
through iVClass!
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